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Motivation
§ Low-cost NVM has changed the architecture of

Global File System

memory/storage hierarchy on HPC systems

— Utilize node-local NVMe and burst buffers through locally

mounted file systems

Burst Buffer

§ TOR memory nodes and nodes within a rack are likely

to be accessed without mounted file systems

Memory Node

Memory Node

§ Increased emphasis in DA/ML applications

complicates the management of in-system data sets
— Not just read input files and write outputs

§ UMap provides a view of data (pages) on remote

nodes and access the data as if in local memory
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UMap in a Nutshell
§ UMap provides configurable and flexible

UMap Architecture

memorysetsmapping
at user-space
from telescopes.
We conduct out-of-core experiments on

lightweight
fault
• Wepage
propose
an notification
open-source library1 ,

called UMap that
leverages lightweight userfaultfd mechanism to enable
— Use the UFFDIO_COPY
ioctl for atomic copy to
application-driven page management.
memory• pages
before
upUMap
the blocked
process
We describe
thewaking
design of
for achieving
scalable performance in multi-threaded data-intensive applihttps://github.com/LLNL/umap
cations.
https://github.com/LLNL/umap-apps
• We demonstrate five use cases of UMap and show that enabling configurable page size is essential for performance
tuning in data-intensive applications.
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Application
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§

two systems with node-local SSD and network-interconnected
— Page faults
are raised when accessed pages not
HDD storage. Our results show that UMap can enable flexible
present
in RAMpage management in data-intensive applications.
user-space
the AMD
testbed faults
with local
NVMe SSD,
applications
— UMapOn
handler
resolves
by fetching
data
from
achieved 1.25 to 2.5 times improvement compared to the
various
datastores
standard
system service. On the Intel testbed with networkinterconnected HDD, UMap brings the performance of the
detection application
UMap isasteroid
implemented
in C close
++ to that uses local SSD for
500 GB data sets. In summary, our main contributions are as
— Use userfaultfd
system call (Linux 4.3+) for
follows:

SSD
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Fig. 1: The UMap architecture.
B. User-space Page Management
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Remote Memory Regions
§ A network-based datastore in UMap transparently

fetches pages on remote nodes (remote pages) into
local memory

Memory Node
PM

— Page faults are resolved by fetching pages over the network

from other node(s) in the job
— Uses Mercury RPC library1 (Mochi project) as the transport
layer

§ Extends configurability and flexibility to remote

memory regions

— Explicit page prefetching for applications with predictable

access patterns
— Configurable page cache size reduces impact on co-running
programs
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[1] https://github.com/mercury-hpc/mercury
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Envisioned Usage:
§ Disaggregated memory server provides temporary

memory extension to compute nodes to avoid OOM

Memory Node
PM

— Not all compute nodes have the same memory consumption
— A compute node may not have high memory usage all the
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time

§ Data structures generated on simulation nodes stage

in PM and analytics/visualization/ML application
nodes view/process pages of the remote data
— Bypass global file systems
— Transient service uses delegated resources in the job
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Disclaimer
This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States government. Neither the United
States government nor Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, nor any of their employees makes any warranty, expressed or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States government or Lawrence Livermore National Security,
LLC. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States government
or Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.

